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CDSG Meeting and Tour Calendar
Please advise Terry McGovern of any additions 

or changes at tcmcgovern@att.net

2020 CDSG Special Tour (waiting list only)
February 1-8, 2020

Corregidor, the Philippines
Glen Williford, glen1430@att.net

2020 CDSG Special Tour
February 9-12, 2020

Singapore
Terry McGovern, tcmcgovern@att.net

2020 CDSG Conference
April 1-4, 2020

New Orleans, Louisiana
Quentin Schillare, qschillare@kc.rr.com

2021 CDSG Conference
March/April, 2021

Charleston/Savannah
Gary Alexander, gary_a_alexander@nps.gov

Other Meetings and Tours

September 13-15, 2019
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Festungsforschung Annual Meeting

Esslingen, Germany
Andreas Kupka, akupka@juelich.de

September 13-17, 2019, 2019
Association Saint-Maurice d'Etudes Militaries Tour

Northern Italy
Pascal Bruchez, president@asmem.ch

September 24-31, 2019
Forte Cultura Pilot Tour

Malta
Hans-Rudolf Neumann, hrv.neumann@t-online.de

September 2019
Fortress Study Group Member Day

York, United Kingdom
David Clarke, secretary@fsgfort.com

October 2-6, 2019
Association Vauban Study Tour

Malta
Alain Monferrand, congress@association-vauban.org

CDSG
The 

Newsletter

*   *   *   *   *
Result of 2019 CDSG Election

Terry McGovern

The CDSG Teller reports the election of Robert Grimm as the 
next CDSG director. Tom Batha’s term will end on October 1, 
2019, and Robert’s term will begin at that time and run for three 
years. The directors for the next year will be Danny Malone, Rich-
ard Wong, and Robert Grimm. They will select the Chairman of 
the Board for the coming year as well as the Chairmen for all the 
committees. The CDSG Board of Directors thanks both Matthew 
Bell and Robert Grimm for their willingness to serve the CDSG 
in this role. Next year’s Nomination Committee for the 2020 elec-
tion will be Quentin Schillare, Chair, Alex Hall, and Tom Batha.

Chairman’s Message
Thomas D. Batha

This will be my last message to CDSG members as chairman, 
as I conclude my second three-year term on the board in October. 
Interestingly (or maybe not), I am the only member to have had 
the privilege of serving two terms and by some error in judgement, 
I was Chairman for three of those six years. 

We have been able to maintain our schedule of visiting a coast 
defense area every year for in-depth examination and study. We 
have stabilized our membership at around 400 and have begun a 
climb to reach more potential members. My feeling is that as we 
increase our digital footprint, we will attract more interested people 
and our numbers will continue to grow. Our financial picture 
remains healthy. 

This has happened because of a tremendous amount of behind 
the scenes work by a group of dedicated volunteers. As you know, 
there is no paid staff at CDSG. Past board members become com-
mittee members and continue to contribute. Other members step 
forward to become conference organizers or fill other jobs. Many 
more contribute to our two publications. I will not attempt to list 
them by name for fear of missing some but you can get a pretty 
good idea of who they are by checking the Newsletter and Journal.

Having said that, there is one person I will single out for attention 
and that is Terry McGovern. Terry has become the defacto CEO 
of the Coast Defense Study Group. He organizes, cajoles, and 
otherwise makes things happen. This takes a tremendous amount 
of his time on a pretty much daily basis. In my opinion, he does 
not receive the credit he is due and he never asks for it. Without 
his insight and guidance at times my time on the CDSG board 
would not have been as smooth and productive as it was. I think 
we all owe Terry a large debt of thanks and gratitude. I know I do.

Robert Grimm has been elected to the CDSG board of direc-
tors, filling my slot. He joins fellow directors Danny Malone and 
Richard Wong. We will be in good hands with this team and I wish 
them the best of luck.
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October 5, 2019
Menno van Coehoorn Excursion

Idem, Netherlands
Frits van Horn, fritsvanhorn@xs4all.nl

October 10, 2019
International Fortress Council Annual Meeting

Graz, Austria
Kees Neisingh, secretariat@internationalfortresscouncil.com

November 3, 2019
Fortress Study Group Member Day AGM

York, United Kingdom
David Clarke, secretary@fsgfort.com

March 28, 2020
Fortress Study Group Members Day

RAF Museum Cosford, UK
David Page, chairman@fsgfort.com

May 6-9, 2020
Concil on America's Military Past Conference

Baltimore, Maryland
Brigit Hart, bridgethshea@hotmail.com

May 7-9, 2020
INTERFEST Annual Meeting

Kehl, Germany
Oliver Zauzig, zauzig@hotmail.com

May 8-17, 2020
ECCOFORT Study Tour

Armenia
Hans-Rudolf Neumann, hrv.neumannqt@online.de

September 2020
Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Festungforshung Annual Meeting

Kufstein, Austria
Andres Kupka, akupka@juelich.de

September 12-19, 2020
ECCOFORT/INTERFEST Study Tour

Kotor/Montenegro
Hans-Rudolf Neumann, hrv.neumannqt@online.de

October 16, 2020
International Fortress Council Annual Meeting

Luxemburg
Kees Neisingh, secretariat@internationalfortresscouncil.com

November 7, 2020
Fortress Study Group Members Day

Birmingham, United Kingdom
David Page, chairman@fsgfort.com

February 27-March 13, 2021
ECCOFORT Study Tour

Morroco
Hans-Rudolf Neumann, hrv.neumannqt@online.de

September 2021
Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Festungforshung Annual Meeting

Wesel, Germany
Andres Kupka, akupka@juelich.de

*   *   *   *   *
Request to CDSG Membership

Terry McGovern

The CDSG Representative and Outreach Committee is work-
ing on gathering current contact information for all the coast 
defense site owners in the USA. We need this information for 
our outreach efforts, both to inform site owners of the value of 
protecting these sites for future generations as well as to encourage 
them to become members of the CDSG.  We ask you to send us 
this contact information (site name and location, owner’s name, 
owner’s address, owner’s telephone number, owner’s email address, 
website name, if any, and owner’s primary contact person) for 
your local coast defense sites. This is could be from a fire control 
station to an entire fort as our database will be organized based 
on ownership, i.e. one entry per owner. Please send this informa-
tion to Terry McGovern (tcmcgovern@att. net) and to Norman 
Scarpulla (nkscarpulla@icloud. com). Thanks for your assistance.

*   *   *   *   *
CDSG Tours to Corregidor & Singapore

The 2020 CDSG Tour to Corregidor, announced at the 2019 
Conference and the last newsletter has already been subscribed 
to capacity. As there are just a finite number of rooms available 
at the Corregidor Inn and limits on island transportation, no 
additional registrations can be granted at this time. However as 
there are always a few cancellations and the possibility that a few 
more rooms may become available, if you have a strong desire 
to attend this February 2020 trip and want to be placed on a 
waitlist, please contact organizer Glen Williford at glen1430@
att.net. Details on the add on tour to the Singapore defenses is 
provided as a flyer attached to this newsletter.
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*   *   *   *   *

Outreach and Representative Program 
Annual Report 

Norman Scarpulla

Filling site representative vacancies continues. Recently, several 
members agreed to cover sites.

Chip Woodman & Al Hodson – Casco Bay, ME 
Bill Ricker – Fourth Cliff MR, Scituate, MA
Bill Cole – Cape May MR, NJ 
Ralph Stenzel – Galveston
Roy Hatanaka – Fort MacArthur, San Pedro, CA 
Greg Jennings – Fort McDowell, San Francisco Bay 
Doug Crist – Fort Ward, Puget Sound
Gerardo Pinero Cadiz – Puerto Rico 
Charles Carter – US Virgin Islands

We have divided the coastline into regions, each with a regional 
coordinator, who recruit site representatives in their regions. The 
regions and coordinators are:

New England – Norm Scarpulla 
New York – (vacant)
Mid-Atlantic – Terry McGovern 
South Atlantic – Gary Alexander 
Gulf Coast – (vacant)
Pacific Coast – Mark Berhow

It would greatly strengthen our visibility and influence to have 
regional coordinators for Gulf Coast and New York.

The complete list of site representatives is on line at https://
cdsg.org/ocr-cdsg-representative-site-visit-report/. If you can be 
the site representative for a section of coast, a harbor, a fort, or 
even just one fire control site, please contact Norm Scarpulla 
(nkscarpulla@icloud.com, 978-475-2094)

*   *   *   *   *
Projects and Website Committee

Update
Mark Berhow

We are in a period of transition from paper to electronic docu-
ments. We are still trying to fully integrate the CDSG into the 
new internet age of website management of our communications 
and functionality. We had a good discussion at the last CDSG 
conference on how we could improve our internet presence and 
utility. While the website is pretty much up to date with new 
standards of computer, tablet, and phone browsers, we are still 
a bit behind on social media and electronic forums.  

One of the things the group is very interested in is a place 
to post inquiries and information on the web. Our old CDSG 
Forum is out of date and has problems, but it is still in operation, 
although new members can no longer join. The CDSG does 
have a Facebook page, and we can use that Facebook page as a 
place for posting. We have yet to figure out how to build a new 
forum, but, as the website is built using WordPress —which is a 
blogging/posting architecture—it should be easy to create such a 
page where questions, site visits, photos, and other information 

can be posted. We just need a volunteer to help us build that 
part of our site. There was discussion both for and against this 
approach, but I feel that day is here, and we need to utilize it 
as a way of reaching out to interested people and helping drive 
membership recruitment.

We want to develop ways to transfer files and/or entire direc-
tories via file transfer protocols on the CDSG website, but we 
are still trying to find an optimal way to do this. The plan is not 
just leave them on my computer, but to allow the easier transfer 
of our document and photo collections to people that want them 
without using physical media such as DVDs and USB drives. 
This will save both time and money in media and mailing and 
allow the transfer of increasingly larger data file sets. The entire 
CDSG document collection now is over 120 GB of documenta-
tion, including field and technical manuals, board reports, annual 
reports, engineer mimeographs, ordnance documents, tables of 
organization, historical reports, fortification documentation 
(reports of completed works, maps, inspection reports, project 
plans, aerial photos, etc.), quartermaster building records, regi-
mental and battalion histories, historical journals, books, record 
books, and files on the Nike/BOMARC missile programs and 
the ICBM missile programs. Getting all of this organized in a 
way that we can find and allow the transfer of specific files to 
members is still under development. 

I suggest that we make the availability of these files a benefit 
of membership in the CDSG. We should charge a small fee to 
researchers that do not wish to join and are only interested in 
specific files. We are currently providing the supporting documen-
tation for our annual conference by download from the CDSG 
website and will be providing the yearly electronic updates to the 
CDSG publications in zip files via Dropbox or some other cloud 
site. Specific document requests currently are being handled via 
Dropbox (or someday from our website) and we request a small 
donation via check or PayPal to help cover our costs. 

Any help on moving this forward would be appreciated. We 
have a couple of volunteers helping with Facebook and website 
development, but coordinating all this takes time and careful 
planning. Are there any volunteers out there who would like to 
take over the chairmanship of this committee? 

*   *   *   *   *
CDSG Member Photo Assets

Glen Williford

The CDSG is building a database of digital copies of member 
photographs showing American coast defense batteries prior to 
destruction and substantial alteration. Since abandonment of 
these defenses in the late 1940s, many have disappeared, at least 
in a recognizable form. However, since the start of a hobby of 
studying these defenses, many members have had a chance to 
visit and document these sites. As period photos of forts and 
batteries are at best just partial (many batteries have NO known 
governmental photos at the archives or other research facilities), 
the member photographs, particularly from the 1950s-1980s, 
now have value to current researchers, and even some historical 
value. This project is an attempt to collect these images and make 
available to the CDSG membership as a resource.
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We are seeking donations or sharing of images to help build 

this database. Members are requested to review their personal 
images to see if they show structures that have been destroyed 
or covered. If so, they should send what they have (hopefully 
already in digital form, but if not then original slides or prints 
or negatives that can be scanned and then the returned). If at 
all possible, captions or descriptions of the image should also be 
supplied, along with year, date, and owner designation.

It should be understood that the copied image will be made 
available to the membership along with the provider’s designa-
tion. They can be utilized by the membership for study purposes, 
and potentially even be used in publication. As they will be easily 
transmitted digital versions, it is not unreasonable to think that 
some may be ultimately picked up by other web sites and non-
members. If you wish to keep strict ownership of use or prevent 
further distribution of some of your images, you should probably 
not submit them for this project.

In order to keep the scope of this project within reason, the 
following is a description of what we are looking for: American-
built coast defense tactical structures. U.S. forts and those in 
American possessions (Hawaii, Alaska, Philippines, Panama 
Canal Zone, Bermuda, Newfoundland, etc.). Other countries, 
and general military subjects, as interesting as they might be, are 
just not within the scope of what we are trying to do. 

Tactical structures. That means mostly gun batteries, fire 
control/searchlight towers and bunkers. Controlled mine build-
ings, protected command, switchboard, power, and magazine 
structures. It certainly also includes temporary batteries or war-
time expedient emplacements. In general, it does not cover fort 
cantonment buildings: barracks, housing, post buildings, etc.

Member-taken material. If you have photo collections or al-
bums showing forts and batteries from the time of service, while 
certainly valuable, those might be the subject of another project 
someday, but for now we are mostly interested in preserving 
member photographs of the postwar period (before that genera-
tion passes on and they are ultimately lost). If you have family 
or friend material from the same period, and have no concerns 
sharing that too, it is certainly welcomed.

We are interested in photographic views of places that have 
subsequently been removed, destroyed, buried, or altered beyond 
recognition. That means probably places visited from the mid-
1950s until about the mid-1980s, a thirty-year period. Since then 
and the regular CDSG conference schedule, there are plenty of 
personal collections showing the posts now in park or private 
hands. In some cases, batteries were removed for postwar military 
construction in the 1950s and 1960s. Many private sites for fire 
control structures have been razed or removed. Other structures 
have been destroyed by erosion and changing shorelines. Pre-
loss photos of these sites are of particular interest. A quick list of 
potentially needed sites of this category is appended to the end 
of this description.

If you wish to donate such material, please try to help us 
manage the process: We will scan the images to a standard 600 
dpi tiff format, if you already have images in that format or can 
scan them yourself before submitting, that would certainly be 
appreciated. Otherwise prints, slides, and while more difficult 
to handle, negatives, will be accepted.

Fort Custis, Battery 228 before being covered

Fort Custis Group Station Tower

Fort Dade Battery Burchstead 1980s

Fort Dade Battery Page 1980s
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Images should be captioned (or captions supplied on a separate 

record) with an identifying designator. Suggested is a first initial 
and contiguous last name. For example, my designator will be 
GWilliford. This is so we will know who submitted the image 
if a user wants to gather more information, or credit is supplied 
if it is used in a publication or on a web site. If you wish to use 
a different name (say the pictures came from another family 
member) please so note.

We will also need to know precisely what the image is of. If 
possible, provide fort or location name, battery name or fire 
control designation. Sometimes this detail may not be possible 
to reconstruct, but research upfront will help the compilers of 
the database. Also, the year the image was first made is needed; 
if you can only approximate use the letter “c” in front of the year 
for “circa.” Eventually, the caption in our database might look 
like: “Fort Dade, Battery Burchsted, 1978, GWilliford.”

Members wishing to donate should submit their material to:

 Glen Williford
 634 Silver Dawn Ct.
 Zionsville, IN 46077

If using a file-transfer-protocol, I have had good success with 
“WeTransfer” (no cost, no credit card or advance registration 
required, easy directions to use, just google “we transfer” and 
follow the links).  Send to my email at glen1430@att.net.

You can also contact me in advance if you wish to discuss 
whether what you have might be useful or not.

An initial list of suggested sites that we know have been altered 
or destroyed in our lifetimes that could well be the subject of 
some of our member’s personal collections (primarily just forts, 
there are probably also many fire control and searchlight stations 
and towers too numerous to list):

* Ft. Williams prior to burying most of the large disappearing 
batteries

* Ft. Preble before destruction of the mortar battery
* Ft. Heath before destruction of Battery Winthrop
* Ft. Dawes/Deer Island batteries before removal for the sewage 

plant
* Ft. H.G. Wright before battery filling and with a clean mortar 

battery
* Ft. Schuyler before removal/filling of large Endicott gun bat-

teries
* Ft. Hamilton before removal of Endicott batteries, third-system 

work, Advanced Redoubt
* West Point disappearing gun Battery Schofield
* Ft. Custis with open-access WWII batteries and the 6-inch 

interior
* Ft. Monroe before removal of many of its Endicott batteries 

and earth cover from many of the others
* North Carolina intact temporary batteries at Lookout Point 

and Ft. Macon
* Ft. Moultrie Battery Lord before destruction, mortar battery 

before filling

* Ft. Dade southern island batteries before destruction in surf 
of 6-inch guns

* Ft. St. Philip with Endicott batteries in intact condition
* Bolsa Chica WW2 batteries before destruction
* Western Washington intact temporary batteries
* Ft. Ruger before destruction of Battery Dudley and heavy 

damage to Battery Randolph
* Ft. Frank before scrappers took the remaining guns
* Ft. Grant before removal of Batteries Smith and Birney

*   *   *   *   *
Parts from Fort Emory 

(Battery 134/Gatchell) for Use.  

Battery 134/Gatchell has been removed to make way for the 
Silver Strand Training Complex for Naval Special Warfare. The 
Battery 134 PSR and Battery Grant (6 in barbette carriage) have 
been retained and are being reused as part of the training facility.

In 2016 CDSG was allowed to conduct a walk-through inspec-
tion to look for any parts that might be reused at other 100-series 
batteries. Joe Janesic and Ken Glaze took a whirlwind tour of the 
battery. While very little was expected (Battery 134 was never 
armed or manned), several items of interest were located. One 
was a large door-spring manufactured by Jamison Cold Stor-
age door Co., Hagerstown, MD, (picture #1). The others were 
a number of porcelain and metal cable hangers in the power 
chase (picture #2). The door spring and approximately 30 cable 
hangers have been in temporary storage since 2017. If another 
site desires to use them, please contact Marvin Heinze, the Fort 
Emory CDSG site rep (619 423-2375 or heinzemh@san.rr.com) 
before the end of 2019. If no opportunity for reuse is identified, 
they will be discarded.

 

  

Picture 1. Jamison door spring

Picture 2.  Hangers in cableway
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*   *   *   *   *

Fort Casey, Reconstructing the Past
Steven Kobylk

It has been two years in the making but the elevating hand-
wheels for the 10-inch guns at Fort Casey, WA,  have been 
completed. The guns, which were shipped from the Philippines 
in 1968, have been missing their handwheels since then. Four 
students in Mr. Mumper’s class, two of which have graduated, 
worked on this project using original plans from the late 1890s 
to create two replicas. Dick Malone, the Fort Casey Liaison, came 
to check out the hand wheels, which will be installed in June.

The craftsmanship and detail were unbelievable. Way to go 
Canyon Corbit (graduated), Jacob Lancaster (graduated), Lance 
Burley (pictured), and Brandon Peterson (not pictured). From 
the school district article: https://www. ohsd. net/Page/7347? 
fbclid = IwAR1qXl67dzpE5kaPRBtaR24e-LKnE4pjn-mgBOp-
ky6BE2iKn-gGFHzsSqgs.

Battery 248 at Fort Ebey - Lighting the Future

And finally, after over 15 years of fits and starts, Steven Kobylk 
finished the wiring hook between the recently installed power 
panel and the lights at Fort Ebey. No more generator! Now work 
can commence on a partial restoration of the plotting room. 

*   *   *   *   *
Historic Fort Ward Bakery Restoration 
Is Making Big Strides In Spring 2019  

Fort Ward, Bainbridge Island, WA

Up in the rafters, under the earth and everywhere in between, 
restoration of Fort Ward’s historic bakery building is making giant 
strides in 2019. Recent progress includes masonry restoration, 
repairs to the century-old rafters, our new custom corbel braces 
and plinth, reproducing the knee braces to hold up the front 
porch overhang, and building the new parking lot. 

See all the updates and images at www.fortwardhall.org, and 
remember to Like them at www.facebook.com/friendsoffortward 
for the most up-to-date reports (and lots more photos) on the 
bakery restoration.

*   *   *   *   *
The Guns of Forts Jackson and

St. Philip
Charles H. Bogart 

In the July 2019 issue of Civil War News, the editor listed what 
he states were the 10 largest captures of artillery pieces during 
the American Civil War. Occupying first place is the Confederate 
capture of the Gosport (Norfolk) Navy Yard, which netted 1,192 
artillery pieces for the Confederacy. Occupying the Number Four 
and Number Ten positions on this list are two forts to be visited 
during St. Babs 2020, Fort Jackson and Fort St. Philip. Both forts 
were taken in April 1862, by Union forces commanded by Adm. 
David G. Farragut and Gen. Benjamin F. Butler, following the 
capture of New Orleans on April 29, 1862. 

The capture of Fort Jackson is listed as Number Four in the tally 
of enemy artillery pieces taken. The Civil War News, citing Battles 
& Leaders, Vol. 2, p. 75, states that Fort Jackson yielded 74 pieces 
of artillery: twenty-five 24 pounders, seventeen 32 pounders, 
ten 24 pounders, six 42 pounders, five 8-inch columbiads, three 
10-inch columbiads, two 8-inch mortars, two 8-inch howitzers, 
one 10-inch siege mortar, one 7-inch rifle, one 6 pounder, and 
one 12 pounder. 

Coming in tenth position on the editor’s list is the capture of 
Fort St. Philip. Again citing Battle and Leaders, Vol. 2, p. 75, Civil 
War News states that 52 guns fell into Union hands when the fort 
surrendered: twenty-one 24 pounders, nine 32 pounders, six 42 
pounders, five 8-inch columbiads, five 10-inch siege mortars, one 
8-inch mortar, one 7-inch rifle, one 6 pounder, one 12 pounder, 
one 24-pounder howitzer, and one 13-inch seacoast mortar.  

If the number of guns captured at Fort Jackson and Fort St. 
Philip are added together, giving a total of 126 artillery pieces, 
this would elevate this action to the Number Three spot of guns 
captured during the Civil War; Number Two position being re-
served for Vicksburg, where 173 pieces of artillery were captured, 
and Number Four position for Island Number 10, where 109 
artillery pieces were taken by Union forces.    
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*   *   *   *   *

Two Special Tours – Poland and Sweden
Seeking your Interest – Please let us Know

Terry McGovern
The CDSG and its members have been offered two possible 

tours for after 2021 but we need to learn if you are interested in 
attending one or both proposed tours.

Sweden’s Modern Fortifications Tour
This tour is organized by Sweden’s leading tour organizer to 

their impressive defenses, Lars Hasson.  He has designed a 9-day 
tour to “the best” of Sweden’s modern defenses, which would take 
us across the breath of Sweden and part of Denmark.  The tour is 
planned to start at Copenhagen’s Airport and end at Stockholm’s 
Airport.  You would need to book and pay for your own flights.  
The round-trip fare from Washington, DC, recently was $658.  
We would use shared rental cars as the size of the tour group 
would be limited to 10-15 members.  Total in-country costs are 
estimated to be $1,400 (subject to number of attendees).

We would spend the first day at Stevnsfort (great German 
twin 6-inch turrets and Nike launch site) and Langelandsfort (15 
cm guns and submarine) in Denmark before crossing over the 
Øresund Strait.  We would visit the wonderful Beredskapsmuseet 
military museum with many rare artillery weapons including 
Battery Helsingoborg (four 15.2 cm guns) before going on to 
Gothenberg.  The impressive Oscar II (two 24 cm disappearing 
guns and two 15.2 cm gun turrets) which is part of the Älvsborg 
Fortress will be our main site to see in Gothenberg before we fly 
and boat taxi to Arholma to stay overnight in Battery Arholma 
(10.5 cm coast defense work).  Then we drive and boat taxi to 
remarkable Siaro Fortress (underground island fort with two 
15.2 cm guns) before we visit Vaxholm Fortress, which has a 
whole complex of defenses.  We will visit the Fortress Museum 
and Oscar-Fredriksborg Fort as well as the Vaxholm Line of 
defenses.  The next day we will visit Landsort Fortress with 15.2 
mm turrets and more modern 12 cm turrets before travellng to 
Hemliga (7.5 cm coastal battery).  The tour continues on to the 
Hemso Fortress (15.2 cm turrets with a 7.5 cm battery).  We 
then fly to the Boden Fortress in northern Sweden with a very 
impressive series of forts carved from the bedrock (Rödberget 
Fort and Fortress Museum).  Then off to the Kalix Line and Ka-
mlunge Fort (15.2 cm guns before going to the Siknas Fortress 
(twin 15.2 cm turrets).  We then fly to Stockholm’s airport for 
flights back to the USA.

Battery Arholma (10.5cm coast defense work)

Rödberget Fort and Fortress Museum

Poland’s Modern Fortifications Tour
This tour is organized by Poland’s leading tour organizer to 

their defenses, Piotr Kurzawa.  He has designed a 7-day tour to 
Poland’s Baltic coast defenses and the Oder-Warthe-Bogen Stel-
lung and Pommern Stellung (otherwise known as the German 
East Wall).  This tour will take us from Berlin to the East Wall 
and then to Gdansk Bay and then back along the coast to Berlin.  
The tour is planned to start and end at the Berlin Airport.  You 
would need to book and pay for your own flights.  The round-trip 
fare from Washington, DC, recently was $748.  We would use 
shared rental cars as the size of the tour group would be limited 
to 10-15 members (if there is a greater demand we would charter 
a minibus with driver).  Total in-country costs are estimated to 
be $800 (subject to number of attendees).

MRU - Międzyrzecki Rejon Umocniony – Machine Gun Turret

Międzyrzecki Rejon Umocniony – Underground 
Communication Tunnels (30km)
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Polish Defenses of Hel

Naval and Coast Artillery at the Navy Museum in Gdynia

*   *   *   *   *
A Visit to Tampa Bay Defenses, 2019

Charles Ruby

Two forts defended Tampa Bay, Fort Dade and De Soto. Fort 
Desoto is at the end of a peninsula north of the main channel and 
Fort Dade is on an island south of the main channel. Between 
the two forts they had complete coverage of the main channel 
with mortars, rifled guns, and mines.

Fort Desoto is within Fort De Soto County Park in Pinellas 
County, FL. All the fort’s non-tactical structures are gone and 
only some foundations and streets remain. Many of the founda-
tions have been washed away over the years. The park built a 
reproduction of the 1st post exchange building, later used as a 
QM storehouse, about 2000 for use as a small museum.

At Fort Desoto, Battery Laidley had two emplacements, each 
originally with four 12-inch M1890M1 seacoast mortars. Four 
mortars are still emplaced, the only such mortars remaining in 
the United States. They are in very good condition. The area 
around the emplacements are also well maintained and the con-
crete structures of the battery are in excellent condition. Most 
of the rooms inside the battery have been painted white and are 
accessible. Some of the rooms still have the painted signs above 
the doors indicating what the rooms were used for.

Battery Laidley

6-inch Armstrong gun at Fort DeSoto

We would drive from Berlin to cross the Oder River to enter 
Poland and travel to the Oder-Wathe-Bogen Stellung, which is 
the heart of the German East Wall, where we would visit the 
bunkers and underground communication tunnels.  The second 
day we would travel to the Pommern Stellung to visit its bunkers.  
Day three would have us visiting the coast defenses of Gdansk 
and Gdynia, including the naval museum.  Day four would 
travel to the coastal defenses of Hel, which had both German 
and Polish coast artillery batteries.  Heading west we would visit 
the coastal defenses in the Kolobrzeg area, including a Soviet 
nuclear warhead storage complex.  Near the German border we 
will visit the port city of Swinoujscie with a large collection of 
Prussian, German, and Polish coastal batteries and forts.  We will 
then drive south toward Berlin where we can visit the German 
Army Command Complex at Wunsdof (Mayback I and II) as 
well as the Zeppelin communications bunker before heading 
for the Berlin Airport.

Please advise Terry McGovern at 1700 Oak Lane, McLean, VA 
22101or tcmcgovern@att.net of your interest in either or both 
tours.  If we get enough CDSG member interested, we will start 
the detailed planning for 2021 or 2022 or beyond.  Please let 
me know your questions.
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 Battery Bigelow was designed to emplace two 3-inch M1898 
guns. It is now beyond the shoreline and only remnants of the 
battery remain.

There are two other guns at Fort De Soto. The 6-inch Arm-
strong guns were originally emplaced at Battery Burchsted in Fort 
Dade. These 6-inch guns were sold for scrap in 1920. However, 
after the scrap dealer only salvaged the smaller parts, the guns 
were abandoned and exposed to years of salt water, while the 
battery sank under them due to beach erosion. Erosion became 
a problem sometime after World War II and the structure had 
collapsed by the 1970s. These guns were recovered about 1980 
and soaked in a water tank for a few years before being put on 
permanent display behind Battery Laidley at Fort De Soto.  Both 
guns have extensive pitting, but the rust has now been removed 
and they are being preserved with a heavy coat of black paint. 

Fort Dade is within the Egmont Key State Park on Egmont 
Key, at the mouth of Tampa Bay. Access to the island is by a 
20-minute ferry ride. Much of the island is a state wildlife sanc-
tuary and visitors are prohibited.  

The southern ¾ of the island is owned by the US Fish and 
Wildlife Service and the north end is owned by the Coast Guard. 
The Florida Park Service has cooperative management agree-
ments with both agencies and has management responsibility 
for the entire island. Both agreements specify that the property 
is to be managed as a national wildlife refuge, so the Fish and 
Wildlife Service also has management responsibilities over the 
entire property. 

The Coast Guard has been moving away from managing and 
operating lighthouses, and the Florida Park Service has on several 
occasions proposed to stop managing several properties that they 
do not own, including Egmont Key, but the state legislature has 

always seen fit to adequately fund the Park Service and so they 
have not given up any of these properties. They are not exactly 
throwing funding at the island, but they would not be expected to. 

Hillsborough County owns about 10 acres in the center of 
the island around the pilot station and leases it to the Pilot’s As-
sociation. All the land south of the pilot station is closed to the 
public as a wildlife preserve. The 1910 guard house was restored 
about 2002 for use as a visitor center, but this is seldom used.

As with Fort Desoto, all the original non-tactical structures 
are gone, with only streets and foundations remaining. There 
is no accessible shelter on the island and in the summer the 
heat, humidity, and mosquitos can make visiting the island very 
uncomfortable.

There are five batteries on the island. Batteries Mellon, Howard, 
and McIntosh are on the northern end of the island; Batteries 
Page and Burchsted are on the southern end. Both southern bat-

Battery Mellon
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teries are in the protected wildlife management area and access to 
them except by boat is prohibited. They have extensive damage 
from erosion. Both batteries have been reduced to rubble and 
are submerged almost to their gun platforms. 

The northern-most battery on the island is Battery Mellon. It 
had three 3-inch M1898M1 guns on masking parapet mounts. 
The battery is in fair condition but looks to have had little 
recent maintenance. None of the interiors of the rooms have 
been painted like at Fort De Soto and there is a fair amount of 
vegetation growing in the battery area.

Battery Howard, built for two 6-inch M1903 guns on M1903 
disappearing carriages, is roped off and access to much of it is 
prohibited for safety reasons. The rooms in the rear of the battery 
are largely intact but the front of the battery has been damaged 
by erosion. The water line is currently 20 yards in front of the 
battery. It is possible to approach from the front and stand on 
the crumbling front parapet wall but the foundations for the 
guns have fallen away from the parapet and it would be unsafe 
to access them. The gun foundations were poured separately from 
the parapet walls, and they have separated and fallen away. The 

Battery McIntosh
whole area is overgrown and little maintenance or preservation 
appears to have been done for some time.

The last battery on the island is Battery McIntosh, the largest 
guns of the Tampa Bay Harbor defenses, with the exception of 
the mortars at Fort De Soto. This battery was also the largest in 
size. The battery contained two M1896 8-inch guns on M1896 
disappearing carriages. This was the only battery in Tampa Bay 
with ammunition hoists. The battery was originally built with two 
balanced-platform hoists, but was modernized in 1907. Only the 
frame of the Taylor-Raymond hoists is left. Each emplacement 
has a reinforced concrete slab approximately 5 foot by 8 foot, 2 
inches thick, with hooks. One is hanging from a wall. A set of 
stairs go down to the rooms below. The rest of the battery is in 
fair condition. Efforts have been made in the past to preserve the 
battery. Exposed walls have been painted by the park service to 
cover up graffiti and rusted posts have been replaced with wooden 
posts, but the paint has faded and the wooden posts are begin-
ning to rot. Undergrowth is beginning to take over the parade.

A small railroad moved the mines from the torpedo storehouse 
to the mine wharf. Nothing is left of the mine buildings or the 
railroad, but the mine wharf is still there, though deteriorating.Battery Howard
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A Visit to Fort Michie
Great Gull Island, NY

By Terry McGovern

On May 31 to June 1st, 2019, we had the opportunity to visit 
the former Fort Michie on Great Gull Island, New York.  As you 
might know, Fort Michie was a US Army coastal defense site 
from 1897 to 1946. Along with Fort H. G. Wright, Fort Terry, 
Fort Tyler, Fort Mansfield, and Camp Hero, the fort defended 
the eastern entrance to Long Island Sound as part of the Harbor 
Defenses of Long Island Sound, thus defending Connecticut's 
ports and the north shore of Long Island.  Access to this small 
island is by invitation only using a private charter boat out of 
Novak, CT for a 45-minute boat ride each way.

The fort was named after 1st Lt. Dennis Michie, killed at San 
Juan Hill during the Spanish–American War. The fort was first 

developed on Great Gull Island (only 17 acres in total size) due 
to its key location at the Race, where Long Island Sound meets 
Block Island Sound. As part of the Endicott Program, the Corps 
of Engineers undertook construction in 1897. 

By 1908 the following batteries were completed:

Name No. of guns   Gun type, Carriage type, Years active
Palmer 2 12-inch gun M1895, disappearing M1897, 1900-1945
North 2 10-inch gun M1888, disappearing M1896, 1900-1917
Benjamin 2 6-inch gun M1900, ped M1900, 1908-1947
Maitland 2 6-inch gun M1900, ped M1900, 1908-1947
Pasco 2 3-inch gun M1903, ped M1903, 1905-1933

Following the American entry into World War I in April 1917, 
changes were made at the stateside forts with a view to putting 
some coast artillery weapons into the fight on the Western Front. 
Battery North's pair of 10-inch guns was dismounted in August 
1917 for potential use as railway artillery, but the guns did not 
leave the island during the war. Battery North's guns were shipped 
to storage and the battery demolished to make room for a new 
gun emplacement. 

 During World War I the new M1919 16-inch gun was devel-
oped, at the time the most powerful weapon in the US arsenal. 
The first of these was deployed at Fort Michie on a unique M1917 
Buffington-Crozier disappearing carriage, with the elevation of 
30 degrees and a rare all-around-fire emplacement. This was 
the largest single gun emplacement constructed by the United 
States at that time. It was named for John Moore Kelso Davis, 
a general and Civil War veteran who died in 1920. It was a 
single-story battery with the gun and the magazine on the same 
level. The carriage was equipped with retracting, traversing, and 
elevating electric motors. This open battery was not casemated, 
but within the battery was a plotting room with the BC station 
directly above it, connected by stairs and a voice tube. Electrical 
power was furnished by an emplacement power plant with three 
25 kW gasoline-powered motor generator sets, interconnected 
with three other emplacement power plants. Also inside the 
battery was a mining casemate. Battery Davis was constructed 
during 1919-1922 with its transfer to the Coast Artillery Corp 
occurring in 1923.Harbor defenses for Eastern Long Island Sound. NARA.

1921 site map for Fort Michie on Great Gull Island, NY. NARA.
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In 1933 the pair of 3-inch guns in Battery Pasco were sent to 
Fort Mills on Corregidor in the Philippines and not replaced. 
The fort’s buildings were destroyed in the 1938 New England 
Hurricane; only the flagpole was listed as surviving. The fort was 
probably in caretaker status at the time with little or no garrison. 

In 1940, when the United States reviewed its coast defense 
needs in earnest, Fort Michie was relegated to a secondary role. 
The fort lacked protection against air attack, and even its 16-inch 
gun had a relatively short range due to the obsolescent disappear-
ing carriage. New long-range carriages for 16-inch guns were 
developed about the time Fort Michie's emplacement was built. 
However, due to the need for a garrison of almost 500 men, nu-

RCW for Battery John M.K. Davis, 1926. NARA.

Battery Davis and the 16-inch M1919 gun on M1917 
disappearing carriage. NARA.

Recent view of Battery Davis (16-inch DC) on Great Gull 
Island. Emplacement for 90 mm AMTB gun is in the 

foreground. McGovern Collection.

Recent view of Battery Davis (16-inch DC), looking at 
the loading platform with the gun well full of water and 

enterence to the magazines near the back wall. 
McGovern Collection.
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and two mobile mounts. Concrete pads for both fixed guns were 
laid in front of Battery Davis. Fort Michie was disarmed and all 
its guns scrapped in 1946 and two years later it was abandoned. 
The American Museum of Natural History acquired the island 
in 1949 to study migratory terns, which it has continued to this 
day.  

The directress of the Great Gull Island Tern Project is Helen 
Hays, the driving spirit of the tern program who celebrated her 
50th anniversary running the program in 2018. Every year she 
organizes volunteers to work and stay on the island to mark Rose-
ate and Common Tern nests with numbered tongue depressors: 
Common Terns the last weekend in May and the first weekend 
in June; Roseate Terns at the end of the first week in June. Once 
the tongue depressors are in place for Common Terns, a team 
marks each nest with a four-foot orange fiberglass dowel. When 
vegetation grows up around the nest, the dowels enable checkers 
to find the nest to band the chicks at hatching. Most Roseate 
nests are under the large boulders stabilizing the shoreline of the 
island, or on military retaining walls in relatively open sites, and 
do not need dowels. When the chicks hatch, volunteers’ band 
them and begin trapping the adults on these nests. Most of the 
nests hatch the last two weeks in June, however hatching contin-
ues in a few nests through about August 10. The volunteers also 
need to clear vegetation every year so the terns can have a nesting 
area to their tastes. The hard work of Helen and the volunteers 
over the years have allowed the tern nesting population to grow 
to the largest concentration of nesting Common Terns in the 
world, 9,500 pairs. The island also hosts nesting sites for 1,300 
pairs of Roseate Terns, the largest nesting concentration of this 
endangered species in the Western Hemisphere. 

Living on the island is very basic, with neither running water 
nor commercial electrical power. All supplies are offloaded on 
the dock and transported to the former mine casemate, which is 
now the headquarters for the GGI Tern Project. Team members 
cook meals while staying in bunks with sleeping bags in the 
few remaining CAC buildings. Sharing the island with 20,000 
terns during the nesting season is not easy, as the terns are very 
protective of their nests and attack in mass, using their beaks, 
while at the same time they enjoy defecating on visitors. The 
“bird” people are very dedicated to their mission to study terns 
and to promote their population, similar to “fort” people who 
are dedicated to their mission to study fortifications and promote 
their preservation. 

The surviving military structures on the island are aging quickly 
due to the lack of maintenance. Rusting of steel due to sea spray 
and the spalling and cracking of concrete due to vegetation 
growth and the “freeze-thaw” effect has led to a rapid decline. This 
is especially true for the remaining fire control and searchlight 
stations, as they are also subject to wave action during storms 
that directly break over them. The GGI Tern project is focused 
on what is best for the terns, which would be a flat sandy island. 
They “maintain” the military structures as little as possible and 
only for their needs. Of particular concern is WW2 fire control 
structure I-E, a three-story tower that allows for 330-degree vis-
ibility with ceilings supported by several small steel posts on the 
observation windows. These steel posts have rusted through and 
the only reason the tower has not collapsed has been wooden 

12-inch disappearing gun at Battery Palmer during gun drill 
in the 1930s. NARA.

Recent view of Battery Palmer’s 12-inch DC loading 
platform. Note extensive spalling of parapet walls. 

McGovern Collection. 

Recent view of Great Gull Island looking from West to East. 
In the background is Little Gull Island.

McGovern Collection.
merous temporary buildings were constructed in early 1941. The 
defense of Long Island Sound centered on building two batteries 
of two 16-inch guns each at Camp Hero in Montauk, with a third 
battery at Fort H. G. Wright on Fishers Island that stopped just 
short of completion. In 1944, with the batteries at Camp Hero 
complete, Battery Davis was taken out of service; Battery Palmer 
followed soon after. The only battery built at Fort Michie during 
the war was Anti-Motor Torpedo Boat battery (AMTB) 912 in 
1943, with four 90 mm guns on dual-purpose mounts, two fixed 
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blocks and steel pipes that have been jammed into the observation 
windows. These temporary measures are aging and will soon fail. 
The CDSG Fund has offered to provide a grant to AMNH toward 

Recent view of fire control structure I-E located behind 
Battery Maitland on Great Gull Island.

McGovern Collection.

Fire control tower I-E showing temporary wooden blocks 
and steel pipes supporting the ceiling. Original steel posts 

have rusted away. McGovern Collection.

Great Gull Island Tern Project headquarters (former Mine 
Casemate) behind Battery Palmer. McGovern Collection. 

Former controlled mine operations room, now the main 
office/work area for the GGI Tern Project. McGovern 

Collection. 

Helen Hays, Director of the GGI Tern Project for AMNH for 
the last 51 years, in the “mess.” McGovern Collection. 

Fire control structure I-E constructed on top of existing FC 
station 1943-44. NARA.

a more permanent solution so this tower can be stabilized. This 
project is time sensitive as several other fire control structures on 
the island have already collapsed.  
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Two GGI Tern Project volunteers wear protective headgear 
outside the headquarters. Tern attack the highest point, 

so the flowers become the targets instead of visitor’s 
heads, while the straw hats limit the impact of defecations. 

McGovern Collection. 

*   *   *   *   *
Forts Pickens, Barrancas, and George 

at Pensacola, Florida
Charles H. Bogart

Illustrations by author.

From Panama Beach, we drove to Pensacola Beach, on Santa 
Rosa Island. Here we visited Forts Pickens, and from there we 
went to Fort Barrancas, the Advanced Redoubt, and Fort George. 
February is, in one way, a good time of the year to visit these 
fortifications; almost no one is at these sites and the weather is 
comparatively mild. It is also a bad time to visit, since portions 
of the sites are closed due to a lack of seasonal employees.

 We first visited Fort Pickens, a Third-System fort, with its 
accompanying Endicott and World War II batteries. There is a 
fee to visit Fort Pickens; however, more years ago than I would 
like to count I bought a Golden Age Passport. This has paid for 
itself ten times over since I purchased it, getting us into National 

Third-System Fort Pickens. 

Inside one of Fort Pickens’ casemates.

A Fort Pickens’ Endicott-Period gun line.

Battery Truman.
Parks and Monuments for free. All of Fort Pickens was open for 
exploration with the exception of Battery Cooper, with its 6-inch 
disappearing gun, and Battery 234, with its two 6-inch guns, the 
two sites I most wanted to visit. However, we made do with a 
walk through Fort Pickens and explored the outsides of Batter-
ies Truman, Payne, Pensacola, and Worth. Battery Langdon was 
sealed off, and Batteries Cullum, Sevier, and Van Swearingen 
were locked behind chain link fences. All three of these batteries 
have suffered serious structural damage from salt water that has 
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degraded the concrete and iron beams that hold the batteries 
together. The road to Battery Cooper, Battery 234, and the 155 
mm GPF sites was closed with warnings of not to go past the 
barrier. For once I obeyed a sign saying “No Trespassing.” It was 
just too far to walk in the rain.

Fort Barrancas and the Spanish Battery.

Fort Barrancas and the Advanced Redoubt are located on the 
Naval Air Station next to the National Naval Aviation Museum 
and the Pensacola Lighthouse. Entrance to the navy base to visit 
Fort Barrancas and the Advanced Redoubt is by the gate off Blue 
Angels Parkway. Positive ID is needed by all and at random a car 
is sent to the inspection station for a full inspection of the vehicle. 
No guns are allowed. Fort Barrancas is closed on Tuesday and 
the Advanced Redoubt was closed for the season. We toured the 
inside of Fort Barrancas, walked the perimeter of the redoubt, 
and visited the lighthouse. We also spent another day touring 
the naval aviation museum, well worth visiting. The film on the 
July 1967 fire on the flight deck of USS Forrestal CV 59 off the 
coast of Vietnam is well worth watching. It is amazing how a 
combination of small errors can almost destroy a ship and kill 
so many men.    

Fort Barrancas ditch.

The Advanced Redoubt, looking down the moat towards 
the drawbridge.

The Advanced Redoubt from the landward side.
Fort George was built by the British in 1778 to defend 

Pensacola from a seaward attack. The fort’s replica wall is in a 
small park, 300 feet by 300 feet, at the intersection of La Rua 
and Palafox Streets in downtown Pensacola. The park con-
tains a 30-foot reconstruction of a section of the wall of Fort 
George. Behind the wall is a gundeck mounting two cannons. 
The two redoubts, Queen Ann and Prince of Wales, that were 
built inland from Fort George to protect against a land attack 
have been lost to urban development. 

Maj. Gen. John Campbell was commanding officer of Fort 
George on March 9-10, 1781, when Fort George was at-
tacked by a combined Spanish and French force under Count 
Bernardo de Galvez y Madrid. The British were forced to sur-
render on May 10 as a Spanish shell entering the magazine of 
the Queen Ann Redoubt, causing an explosion that leveled the 
fortification. Except for the replica wall section of Fort George, 
the footprint of the fort and its two redoubts have been lost 
to urban development. It is still worth visiting the park as its 
signage tells the story of Fort George and the siege.   

Fort George replica wall as viewed from Palafox Street.

View from Fort George’s gun platform looking out on 
Palafox Street.
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CDSG Conference Report
2019 Annual Conference to the Harbor 

Defenses of the Chesapeake Bay
Terrance McGovern

 
The CDSG successfully held its 37th annual conference to the 

former Harbor Defenses of the Chesapeake Bay (HDCB) from 
April 10 to April 14, 2019, with 73 CDSG members attending, 
plus several site owners joining us each day. The former defenses 
of the Chesapeake Bay protected Hampton Roads and the bay’s 
important military sites, industrial enterprises, and access to the 
important cities of Baltimore, Washington, and Richmond since 
colonial times, resulting in several layers of coastal defenses. This 
key role resulted in the construction both of 2nd and 3rd-System 
fortifications which took part in the American Civil War and the 
famous naval battle between the USS Monitor and CSS Virginia 
in 1862. The importance of the HDCB led to the construction 
of extensive Endicott-Taft defenses, as well as World War II forts 
at Cape Charles and Cape Henry at the entrance to the bay that 
resulted in the largest collection of 16-inch (10) and 6-inch (12) 
batteries in the United States.

Gaining access to the remaining coast defense structures of the 
former HDCB with its sub-units of Fort Monroe, Fort Wool, Fort 
Story, Fort John Custis, Fisherman Island MR, and Fort Norfolk 
has become much more difficult since our last conference to the 
Tidewater area in 2000. General security issues since “9/11,” 
the continuing military use of JEB (Joint Expeditionary Base) 
Fort Story, concerns about impacts on wildlife, health & safety 
concerns, and even weather issues made our efforts to receive 
permission to visit the many coast defense sites, as well as to 
obtain access to interior spaces of these structures, a very complex 
and time-consuming process. We worked with the Fort Monroe 
Authority, National Park Service, US Army, US Fish & Wildlife 
Service, City of Hampton, and the US Navy for approval to tour 
their structures. Through use of background checks, chartered 
buses and boats, waivers, safety equipment, and escorted groups, 
we received approval and permits from all these sites' owners to 
tour these historical fortifications, although with special limita-
tions per each site owner. 

The headquarters for the 2019 Annual Conference was the 
Quality Suites & Sleep Inn Lake Wright – Norfolk Airport, based 
on the best location for our daily field trips, the quality of the facili-
ties, and the room prices, including free breakfast, internet, and 
parking. The hotels provided free meeting rooms for our nightly 
presentations, which were held on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
and Saturday, based on our use of sleeping rooms, and by holding 
our annual banquet at the hotel. We had 21 great presentations 
over these four nights. Thanks to Quentin Schillare for organizing 
these presentations. David Kirchner directed our nightly “Coast 
Defense Materials Sale” event. Several members brought great 
items for sale and display, while Elliot Deutsch and Tom Vaughn 
donated a sizeable portion of their military book collections to 
the CDSG Fund, which conducted both a live and silent auction 
of these items. A total of $1,250 was raised for the CDSG Fund, 
while sales of CDSG Press books and CDSG membership gear 
brought in another $450 for our organization.

Summarized below are the key daily conference events. Each 
morning our conference members had breakfast at the hotel be-
tween 6 and 7 a.m. before collecting their field lunch/drink for our 
7 a.m. departure for our field trips. Due to requirements of some 
of the site owners, we conducted “safety” inspections of all the 
conference members before departure, checking for boots, gloves, 
flashlights, and hard hats.

Wednesday, April 10
CDSG members gathered between 4 and 6 p.m. at the Quality 

Suites & Sleep Inn Lake Wright – Norfolk Airport for confer-
ence registration and hotel check-in. After having dinner on 
their own, we kicked off our conference orientation and nightly 
presentations at 7 p.m. in the hotel’s primary meeting room. 
Excellent presentations were giving by Quentin Schillaire (His-
tory of the Coast Artillery School), Robert Kelly (Construction 
of Fort Monroe, focusing on the use of slave labor), John Weaver 
(discussion of an attack on Fort Monroe, which did not happen), 
and finally Bob Walk (History of Gas Proofing Coast Defense 
Forts). Also buying/selling coast defense books and documents 
in the back of the room started in earnest. 

Thursday, April 11
Conference members took on the morning traffic in their 

own cars to make their way to Fort Monroe (1819-2011) in 
Hampton. Designed as the first Third System Fort by Brig. Gen. 
Simon Bernard, construction of Fort Monroe began in 1819 and 
was completed in 1834. Modernized during the Endicott-Taft 
Period, it became the home of the Coast Artillery School before 
being deactivated by the army in 2011. Our first stop was inside 
Old Fort Monroe at the Casemate Museum. We were greeted by 
Robert Kelly, historian for the Fort Monroe Authority (FMA), 
who led us on a guided tour of key coast defenses sites within 
the walls of the old fort. Our first stop was the Flagstaff Bastion, 
which contained the old officers club, the saluting battery, and 
several gun emplacements on Front 1. We walked down to Front 
3 so we could travel through abandoned casemates to Casemates 

2019 Annual Conference site map. (NA Forts Website)
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#132, 134, and #134 that once were the headquarters for the 
HDCB. We also visited Casemate #138 and the Water Bastion 
to visit Fort Monroe’s Mine Casemate #3. These spaces are in 
abandoned condition and have limited remains of their former 
use, such as gas-proof air lock and concrete pads for machinery. 

Passing by former Mine Casemate #2 (a wooden building now 
leased to a private firm), we climbed the ramp to WW2 HECP 
#2 (also known as the signal station). This HECP covered the 
entrance into Hampton Roads between Fort Monroe and Fort 
Wool as well as the controlled minefield at Thimble Shoals. The 
Art Deco-looking HECP has three levels, two with observation 
windows, while the top of the structure was a flag station for 
signaling. The army used the structure for several functions, the 
last being a recruiting office. Today, it is abandoned. Conference 
members spread out at this point to visit the terreplein where 
the footings for fire control stations, searchlight towers, and 
radar were once located, as well as the pintles and traverses for 
seacoast cannon once mounted along the terreplein. Walking past 
the remains of Battery Gatewood (four 4.7-inch P) on Front 4, 
we gathered at the N.E. Bastion’s Endicott-period battery that 
once mounted a 10-inch M1896 gun mounted on a M1894 
disappearing carriage. The emplacement was later converted to 
a group of fire control stations. The emplacement is abandoned 
and sealed so we could not visit its magazines. We did view the 

remains of the Water Battery across the moat and a few remaining 
emplacements for 8-inch guns on barbette carriages. 

We walked around Quarters #1, currently being restored by the 
NPS. We stopped on the way back to the Casemate Museum to 
check out the Lincoln Gun, a 15-inch Rodman gun on display 
on the parade ground. Returning to the museum, we spent an 
hour having our field lunches and exploring the museum. Before 
we departed for our next stop, Glen Oder, executive director 
of the Fort Monroe Authority, welcomed us and gave a talk 
on the current activities of the FMA. We reminded him of the 
importance of Fort Monroe’s long coast artillery history. We told 
him that the CDSG expects them to make the preservation and 
interpretation of this history to be one of their pillars of their 
programing and investment. We advocated that the FMA’s new 
visitor center should have strong displays on fortifications and 
coast artillery, not just the history of First Landing and Civil War 
Contrabands. We raised a concern that the Casemate Museum’s 
displays have already lost coast artillery artifacts to the Center 
of Military History and they have not been replaced with new 
coast artillery displays. We told him that the CDSG now has an 
agreement with the Casemate Museum to become a repository for 
CDSG member’s collections and we hope these items would be 
placed on display. Clutching our purchases from the museum gift 
shop, we loaded up our cars for the short drive to Fort Monroe’s 
controlled mine complex at Old Point Comfort. 

The mine complex (still owned by the US Army) was made 
up of the mine wharf, cable tank building (Bldg. 205), and mine 
storehouse (Bldg. 204). The loading room and high explosive 
magazine have disappeared. The cable tanks have been filled in 
and the metal building was used as a machine shop by the Navy 
until several years ago. The mine storehouse still contains much 
of the “fabric” of its original design (for more details on the mine 
complex see the article in the August 2016 CDSG Newsletter). 
The mine wharf, cable tank building, and brick mine storehouse 
are currently empty. These structures will be leased out for com-
mercial uses once they are transferred to the FMA. The CDSG 
hopes that their future use allows them to retains their current 
CAC features. 

Current view of Fort Monroe, Hampton, VA. (FMA Photo)

HECP #2/signal station on top of Water Bastion with Battery 
Parrott in background. (McGovern Collection)

CDSG members explore the mine storehouse at Fort Monroe. 
(McGovern Collection)
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Passing by the abandoned (and available for lease) Coast 

Artillery School campus in our cars, our conference members 
gathered at Battery Parrott (two 12-inch DC) and Battery Irwin 
(four 3-inch MP). Conference members were drawn to Battery 
Irwin with its two surviving 3-inch pedestal guns with WW2 
shields. Turning to Battery Parrott, conference members focused 
on AMTB #23 that was built on the loading platforms for the 
12-inch disappearing guns. One of the WW2 emplacements 
still mounts a very rare 90 mm M1 gun on an M3 pedestal 
mount (this carriage came from Fisherman Island MR, VA). 

to provide input and to make sure the batteries are not allowed 
to fall into “ruins status,” to be fenced off and allowed to become 
true ruins. So, as an CDSG member, please provide your input 
to Terry McGovern at tcmcgovern@att.net.

Battery DeRussy retains some notable features such its Taylor-
Raymond shell hoists, the remains of an army museum in one of 
its emplacements, and an excellent slate electric board in a power 
building. We drove down to Battery Church (two 10-inch DC) 
which is also in abandoned condition. The battery was converted 
during WW2 to support Battery Montgomery (two 6-inch BC) 
by hosting its SC-296 radar station in its right magazines and its 

CDSG members make their way from Battery Irwin’s two 3-inch 
M1902 guns to Battery Parrott’s 90 mm M1 gun.

(McGovern Collection)
Our members proceeded to explore Battery Parrott’s large gun 
emplacements, ranging from the top of the WW2 modified BC 
station to the magazine’s rear access stairwells deep within the 
emplacement. We thanked Robert Kelly and FMA for being 
excellent hosts as we now would be visiting the Endicott-Taft 
batteries controlled by the National Park Service (NPS). The 
FMA are seeking ways to put their two batteries into economic 
use, but currently they are unused and deteriorating, while the 
rare CA guns are subject to vandalism. CDSG has advocated to 
the FMA that they maintain these batteries and not let them 
deteriorate further. They have asked CDSG to propose possible 
good long-term uses for Battery Parrott. One idea is a seasonal 
restaurant/bar overlooking the bay with part of the rent dedicated 
to preserving Battery Parrott. What are your ideas?

Our first stop in the NPS-managed area of Fort Monroe was 
Battery DeRussy (three 12-inch DC), where we met Aaron Firth, 
Dom Hill, and Richard Cox from the NPS to oversee our visit 
and provide access to the NPS properties. As part of our agree-
ment to visit these batteries (both interiors and exteriors) our 
conference members became NPS volunteers for the day. We were 
tasked with inspecting and documenting each battery’s current 
condition while noting any key artifacts and their stabilization 
needs. The NPS has not focused its resources on these Endicott 
Batteries since taking them over from the army in 2011. They 
want our guidance on how best to preserve and interpret these 
emplacements. We have been asked to provide a formal report 
to NPS on their current condition and how they can be best be 
utilized as part of the national monument. This is our opportunity 

One of three Taylor-Raymond chain hoists in Battery DeRussy. 
NPS is looking for ways to preserve them. (McGovern Collection)

Very interesting emergency station on top of Batteries Anderson-
Ruggles with the earthen protection removed. 

(McGovern Collection)
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CRF station on top of the battery’s traverse. We were only able 
to gain access to the radar station, as the other doors were rusted 
shut or blocked. The steel ladders to the loading platforms have 
been removed and thrown into the counterweight wells, and the 
earthen protection has been removed from the front and side; 
the only way up was to use an aluminum ladder. The NPS was 
worried about 73 members climbing a temporary ladder so they 
decided that only six members could go and take photographs 
for the rest of the group. The process of selecting these six mem-
bers was very interesting, as each member that wanted to climb 
the ladder was asked to make their “best” argument why they 
should be selected. After the “best” six returned from the top of 
the battery, our group drove to Battery Anderson (eight 12-inch 
mortars) and Battery Ruggles (eight 12-inch mortars).

The second part of our NPS volunteer agreement was to provide 
a CDSG work party to clear the four mortar pits of vegetation. 
Based on our pre-conference scouting, we knew this would be a 
major task, as large trees surrounded by brush and thorns have 
been allowed to grow in the pits. Ned Libby and Terry McGovern 
visited the batteries the day before with chain saws and cut down 
as many of the trees as they could before their chain saws gave 
out. The task of our work party would be to clear the brush out 
and haul these newly cut trees to the main road. Our conference 
members spent about 90 minutes clearing the pits, while another 
team dug the sand out of the passageway within the batteries to 
allow us to explore all the shell and magazine rooms. Once the 
work parties completed their tasks, our members examined the 
mortar batteries. Much of the protective earthen cover has been 
removed from Battery Ruggles, though some of this damage may 
have occurred during the 1933 Hurricane. A very interesting 
observation station, accessed from within the battery by spiral 

staircase, towers over the center of the two batteries due to loss 
of the protective cover. Our field trips for the day were complete, 
so conference members went back to the hotel or to search for 
the sites of the railway batteries (Ashbridge), the 155 mm battery 
(Taylor), the 3-inch AA batteries in Wilson Park, or fire control 
and searchlight station footers and balloon hanger foundations 
in the North Beach area, while others visited the Oozlefinch 
Craft Brewery on Patch Road to drink a Sergeant Patches IPA.

After having dinners on their own, our members gathered 
for our conference orientation and nightly presentations at 7 
p.m. in the hotel’s primary meeting room. Excellent presenta-
tions were giving by Dave Kirchner (Disposing of One’s Coast 
Defense Collection), Charles Bogart (Report on Army Hygiene 
at Army Posts & Towns), Paul Olsen (History of Fort Norfolk), 
and Shawn Welch (Restoration Projects at Fort Hancock/Bat-
tery Gunnison, as well as Lessons Learned from Fort Hancock’s 
Leasing Program). Also buying/selling coast defense books and 
documents was supplement with the CDSG Fund silent auction.

Friday, April 12
Conference members departed in their own cars from the hotel 

to pass over/under the Chesapeake Bay Bridge/Tunnel to make 
their way to Fort John Custis (1940-81) and Fisherman Island 
Military Reservation (1917-69) at Cape Charles. They were 
integrated into the bay’s defenses in 1940 to complement Fort 
Story. in protecting the entrance to Chesapeake Bay. Fort Custis 
was closed in 1948 and subsequently was a Lashup radar site from 
1950 to 1952 and the Cape Charles Air Force Station from 1952 
to 1981. Our first stop was at the Eastern Shore of Virginia Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge Visitor Center, where we met Bob Leffel, 
Stacey Lowe, and John Griffith, who would be our guides for the 
day. The US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) controls these 
former military reservations. They were very concerned about out 
health and safety, as well as protecting the wildlife, especially care 
for the nesting birds. They issued CDSG two special use permits 
with many requirements to allow us into Battery Winslow and 
Battery #227, as well even to visit Fisherman Island MR due to 
nesting birds. They required that we separate into two smaller 
groups so we could take turns visiting Fisherman Island – both 

CDSG work party hauls trees and brush from Batteries Anderson-
Ruggles’s four mortar pits. (McGovern Collection)

Battery Anderson’s Mortar Pit #2 after CDSG work party removed 
most of the trees and brush. (McGovern Collection)
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to our cars, we had a quick stop at Battery Winslow’s buried 
PSR. Driving again we made our way to the four-story group 
FC station, which is now lost in the woods. We then drove to 
Battery #228 (two 6-inch shielded BC). The battery is buried 
and overgrown to the point that we could not locate the two 
concrete gun emplacements. 

Both groups came together to drive to the WW2 Cheapside 
Fire Control Tower (Loc 32). This is one of the few WW2 steel 
and concrete towers to survive. We viewed the tower from the 
ground, as the ladder to the three stations has rusted away along 
with much of the lateral support. Sadly, since our visit the owner 

A view from the south of Fisherman Island.  The MR is the area 
inside the curve of the highway, with Fort John Custis to the right 

of the highway on the mainland. (USFWS Photo)

due to the lack of parking and to lessen the impact on the nesting 
birds. Ned Libby led one group to Fisherman Island MR, which 
is accessed via the Chesapeake Bay Bridge/Tunnel roadway. From 
a small parking area, the group walked down a sandy road to Bat-
tery #227 (two 6-inch shielded BC). Due to its isolated location 
(until the bridge/tunnel was constructed), this battery retained 
its two 6-inch shielded guns until 1975 and has retained all of 
its power equipment. This rusty but complete power room was a 
treat for our members. Keeping together to avoid nesting birds, 
the group visited the remains of AMTB #24 (two 90 mm FM), 
whose gun blocks are currently lost in the sand, and Battery Lee, 
also known at ATMB #20 (two 3-inch P). The group was able 
to walk around Mine Casemate #4, which is both buried and 
threatened by the bay at the same time.

While this group visited Fisherman Island MR, the second 
group, led by Terry McGovern, drove to Battery Winslow (two 
16-inch casemate BC). Entering through the western gun case-
mate, we were treated to a 16-inch/50 Mark 7 barrel that served 
on USS Missouri during WW2. The huge barrel was on a cradle 
over the casemate’s gun well. The locked service corridor was 
opened for us and we quickly spread out within Battery Winslow. 
We explored the entire battery, and a few members tackled the 
dense vegetation to visit the BC station on top of the battery. 
The group gathered to walk about one-half mile down a dirt 
road to the two-story concrete metrological station. Returning 

Battery Winslow’s Casemate No. 1 with 16-inch/50 barrel that 
served on the USS Missouri during WW2 and Korean War. 

(McGovern Collection)

CDSG members explore Battery Winslow’s power room (or stand 
around talking). (McGovern Collection)

Fort John Custis’s group tower has become lost in the woods. 
During our 2000 Conference it was in an open field. 

(McGovern Collection)
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has toppled the tower due to concerns for its stability and the 
stations are now broken on the ground. We returned to the visitor 
center to eat our field lunch and prepare to switch site visits with 
the group that went to Fisherman Island MR in the morning, now 
visiting Fort John Custis, and the group that went to Fort John 
Custis now going to Fisherman Island MR. Both afternoon tours 
went well and we thanked the USFWS managers for allowing 
us to visit their military structures, especially Battery Winslow 
and Battery #227 that have important artifacts (16-inch/50 bar-
rel and intact motor generator room). We urged them to try to 
preserve the power room and its rare equipment in Battery #227. 
We also advocated that they need to stabilize Battery Winslow 
itself, especially its interior, so they can offer public tours. The 
USFWS unfortunately is short of both manpower and funding. 
The CDSG Fund has provided a grant of $1,000 to prepare a 
proper display on the military history of the refuge, including 
a film display on 16-inch gun drill. They have yet to do so, so 
we reminded them of their plans to complete this display in the 
visitor center. We hope they do so.

Upon returning to the hotel, members gathered for the annual 
group dinner and our CDSG annual business meeting. After a 
buffet dinner in the foyer of the conference center for the hotel, 
we returned to our meeting room for the annual business meeting, 
conducted by the CDSG Board of Directors, as reported upon in 
the May 2019 CDSG Newsletter. Upon completion of the annual 
business meeting, we held our next-day conference orientation 
and then our nightly presentations. Excellent presentations were 
giving by John Weaver (Who’s the Biggest 3rd System Fort), 
Marshall Snyder (The USMC and Coastal Defense), Karl Fritz 
(Endicott-Taft Landward Defenses), and Dave Larsen (Hazard 
Mitigation). We also continued buying/selling coast defense 
books and documents and the CDSG Fund silent auction.

Rusty but fully equipped power room for Battery #227 on 
Fisherman Island MR. (McGovern Collection)

Cheapside Fire Control Tower during our conference with its three 
concrete stations and AAFS on top. (McGovern Collection)

Cheapside Fire Control Tower today. Tower has been toppled 
with concrete station broken into two parts with the upper station 

upside down. (McGovern Collection)
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Saturday, April 13
While the first two full days had excellent weather, Saturday 

morning brought rain. It also saw us switch over to chartered 
motor coach due to the navy’s access requirements at JEB Fort 
Story. Two buses took us to our first site visit of the day at Camp 
Pendleton, in Virginia Beach. Camp Pendleton has been one of 
Virginia National Guard’s key bases for many years, but its role 
as a former WW2 Coast Artillery Training Center for mobile 
artillery was the reason for our visit. After passing through 
the main gate, we gathered in Hurt Hall, where we meet our 
hosts, Susan Smead, Sarah Campbell, Alex Barnes, and Chris 
Parr who provided an orientation and background information 
about Camp Pendleton. We broke in two groups, one to visit 

the historic rifle range and one to visit a restored WW2 barracks. 
Both groups had to deal with challenges – the rifle range was in 
use and the pouring rain made visiting the barracks area a very 
wet experience. We thanked our hosts and proceeded to our 
primary site visit for the day, JEB Fort Story (1917 – present), 
also in Virginia Beach. It was acquired in 1914 and developed 
into the primary coast artillery fort defending the entrance to 
the Chesapeake Bay during WW2.

Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story is an active 
military base run by the navy. Following the events of 9/11, the 
Navy is much more security minded as compared to the Army 
who controlled the fort when we held our conference here in 

Primary coast defense sites at JEB Fort Story. We could only visit 12 out of 20 sites this conference. (CDSG Annual Conference)

Commander of the Army 11th Transportation Bn., LTC Boffardi, 
at former AMTB #21 to explain his unit’s function and activities. 

(McGovern Collection)

CDSG members become “paparazzi” when a rare plotting table was 
found inside Mine Casemate #1 (later HDCP) at JEB Fort Story. 

(McGovern Collection)
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The U.S. Navy has proposed destroying Battery #226 at JEB Fort 
Story as they have no “tenants” for the structure. CDSG advocates 

sparing this battery. (McGovern Collection)

October 2000. The Navy required a background check in advance 
of all conference members and the use of charter buses, instead 
of personal cars, for our tour. Upon our arrival at Gate 8, we 
were asked to disembark with all our gear for us and our gear be 
inspected, while the buses themselves were searched. While we 
went through this lengthy process, our hosts, Heather Lawrence 
and Scott Mohr, arrived to escort us on our negotiated tour plan. 
Many coast defense structures we visited during our conference 
in 2000 (12 out of 20 sites) are now off limits, as they are now 
part of JEB Fort Story’s “training ranges.” The 16-inch batteries 
that were built into the JEB Fort Story’s Great Dune are now 
all off limits, as this now a closed training range, like the Nike 
launch area. Our first stop was at former AMTB #22 (two 90 
mm FM) which had a combined BC and magazine structure. 
This structure is now used by the Army 11th Transportation Bn. 

for their secure communication equipment, so we were not able 
to visit the interior. The battalion commander, LTC Bonffardi, 
was on hand to explain his unit’s function and activities. Back 
on our buses, we moved to our next stop, the former base com-
mander’s residence, used as the HECP and met station during 
WW2. We were not allowed inside, as the house is scheduled to 
be demolished due to its exposed location on the water’s edge 
and its deteriorated condition.

Our next stop was the old Cape Henry Lighthouse, which is 
under control of Preservation Virginia and closed for dune sta-
bilization. We were able to visit the interior of the former mine 
casemate, which served as the HDCP during WW2. Our confer-
ence members were excited to view the complete gas proofing gear 
inside the underground complex, as well as an original plotting 
room table. We then walked as a group to the partially destroyed 
AA battery (three 3-inch AA) at the water’s edge. Returning to 
our buses, we drove down to Battery #226 (two 6-inch shielded 
BC) which is currently abandoned and has been proposed for 
destruction by the navy. We were not allowed to go inside the 
battery due to health concerns. We walked about 100 yards to 
view a 180-degree Panama mount that was once part of Battery 
U (four 155 mm PM). The other three are buried or destroyed, 
as this area is now army family housing. Walking about 100 more 
yards, we viewed the concrete base for a turntable for a 12-inch 
railway gun. This concrete circle is now part of a playground. 

Battery Pennington is a one-of-a-kind 16-inch howitzer battery 
employing the “dispersed” method of defense against warship 
bombardment, so visualizing all the various structures can be 

difficult. (USARCE RCW) 

Rare color photograph of Battery Pennington during target practice 
in 1941, note no protection from aerial bombardment. (NARA)

The U.S. Navy has proposed destroying this magazine for Battery 
Walke’s Emplacement #4 as they have no use for this structure. 

(McGovern Collection)
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CDSG members attempt to see inside Battery Pennington’s power 
house #1. (McGovern Collection)

CDSG 2019 Annual Conference group picture taken at the USACE Norfolk District headquarters, Fort Norfolk, VA (McGovern Collection)

We then walked about 200 yards to Battery Cramer (two 6-inch 
shielded BC) which is used today for storage. We were able to 
circle the battery, but not to visit the interior due to current us-
age. We rejoined our buses at this point which took us to JEB 
Fort Story’s MWR campground and cabins.

Battery Pennington was the only primary battery we were able 
to visit during our tour, and this was restricted to the portion 
of the battery outside the “training ranges.” This one-of-a-kind 
coastal gun battery, completed in 1922, had four 16-inch M1920 
howitzers on M1920 howitzer carriages. Four circular open 
concrete pads each connected to two sets of magazines and shell 
rooms forming the battery infrastructure. Two detached power-
houses furnished electrical power to the battery. Standard-gauge 
railroad tracks and switches connected the magazines, shell rooms, 
and gun emplacements together and the gun emplacements were 
also connected by the rail system so any set of magazines and shell 
rooms could service any gun emplacement. The shell rooms were 
designed so that the rail tracks ran down through the middle of 
the building, allowing loading the heavy 16-inch shells directly 
onto the rail shell carriers. The magazines were designed so that 
rail tracks ran on each side of the building and three roll-up steel 
doors on each side gave handlers easy access to the large powder 
bags. Behind Emplacement #3, a 280-foot tunnel through a large 

sand dune led to combination plotting room and switchboard 
room. This tunnel was 15 feet high and 14 feet wide, with railroad 
tracks through it, allowing railroad artillery to be sheltered inside. 
Operationally, the battery was divided into two batteries of two 
howitzers each and they were originally called Battery Pennington 
A & B. Emplacements #3 and #4 were renamed Battery Walke 
in 1940. The area that encompassed Emplacement #4 is now 
a RV campground so we had full access to the remains of the 
battery in this area. With field lunch in hand, we explored the 
concrete gun emplacement and visited the two magazines and 
one shell room. The other is behind the “training ranges” fence. 
Boarding the buses, we drove by Battery Worcester (two 6-inch 
BC) which was a prototype for the #200 Construction Series, 
for a “drive-by” photo opportunity. We then drove through the 
army’s current housing area that destroyed all the structures that 
made up of Emplacement #3, except for one shell room behind 
the “training ranges” fence. We stopped at the fence to view this 
shell room and behind it the tunnel that runs to the plotting 
and switchboard room. We disembarked our buses to visit a 
shell room and magazine that belonged to Emplacement #2. 
The rest of Emplacement #2’s structures and all of Emplacement 
#1’s structures remain in place, but behind the “training ranges” 
fences. We were able to walk to and around Power House #2. 
We then proceed out Gate 8 and said our thanks to our hosts. 

JEB Fort Story is now under the control of the U.S. Navy, 
so its WW2 history may be less well appreciated, nor is there a 
requirement that they preserve these structures. The Navy has 
recently proposed destroying 15 structures that date from when 
the fort was a coast artillery post. The Navy has asked CDSG for 
their comments about this plan and we have provided a written 
response. The key structures they wish to destroy are Battery 
#226 (Bldg. 217) and one of Battery Walke’s powder magazine 
(Bldg. 405). We visited these structures during our tour and the 
only reason the navy is seeking to destroy them they are currently 
not being used. We hope the Navy decides not to destroy these 
historic structures!! Many of the coast defense structures we visited 
during our 2000 conference (12 out of 20 sites) are now off limits 
to us, as they are deemed to be in “training ranges.” We do not 
have the visibility we once had on how these structures are being 
treated. We have conveyed to the Navy the historical importance 
of these structures. The CDSG is also working on plans to bring 
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USS Iowa’s 16-inch/50 battleship barrel #270 to Cape Henry as 
a static display to highlight the base’s coast defense history.

Our chartered buses took us to downtown Norfolk, where we 
made our way to Fort Norfolk, which dates from the 1st system 
with a major rebuilding during the 2nd system. This small fort 
defended the entrance to the Elizabeth River, along with Fort 
Nelson, which no longer exists. Fort Norfolk has served as the 
district office for the U.S. Army Engineer District, Norfolk, since 
1923, though they built a large office building next to the fort 
in 1983 for their primary offices. COL (Ret'd) Paul Olson, a 
CDSG member and former commander of the USACE district, 
arranged access to the fort and gave us a great tour in the rain. 
Back onboard our buses we headed back to our conference hotel.

After having dinner on their own, our members gathered for 
our conference orientation and nightly presentations at 7 p.m. 
in the hotel’s primary meeting room. Excellent presentations 
were given by Quent Schillare (Update on our Next Annual 
Conference in NOLA), Mike Cobb (Fort Wool: Star Spangled 
Banner Rising), Glen Williford (Japanese Photos of the Harbor 
Defenses of Manila Bay & Boer War / Zulu War sites), and Matt 
Bell (Fort Casey’s 10-inch Guns). The buying/selling of coast 
defense books and documents was concluded with the CDSG 
Fund holding a live auction of several key coast defense docu-
ments and artifacts. The CDSG Fund silent auction ended and 
books were exchanged for donations.

Sunday, April 14
After checking out of their hotel rooms, our members drove 

their own cars to downtown Hampton. Our charter boat, “Miss 
Hampton II,” awaited us for our 8 a.m. departure to Fort Wool 
on Rip Raps Island, a small (15-acre) artificial island southeast 
of Fort Monroe. First named Fort Calhoun (or Castle Calhoun) 
and renamed Fort Wool during the U.S. Civil War, it was started 
in 1819 as a three-tier stone fort but was never completed as 
a 3rd System fort due to continuing subsidence. Rebuilt as an 
Endicott-Taft fort and modernized during WW2, it became a 
Hampton City Park in 1970. We were greeted by Mike Cobb, 
the former historian for the City of Hampton, who led us on a 
tour of the fort. The charter boat was able to land us on the fort’s 
dock after a 45-minute trip. Our members either followed Mike 

Fort Wool on Rip Raps Island, Hampton, VA. WW2 Battery Gates 
(two 6-inch shielded BC) in the foreground with the two Endicott-

Taft 6-inch disappearing gun batteries in the middle and the 
remaining 3rd-System casemates in the background with the two 

3-inch rapid-fire batteries. (McGovern Collection)

Battery Gates’ BC station is a concrete station with CRF on the 
roof, on a steel tower at Fort Wool. The roof is hinging forward as 

the steel supports on the observation windows is rusting away. 
(McGovern Collection)

Closeup of the rusting steel supports for the observation window 
at the mine station at Fort Wool, VA. This problem has become 

widespread with battery commanders, CRF, and fire control 
stations. Without replacement supports these structures will 

collapse. (McGovern Collection)
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for a guided tour or independently explored the island fort. One 
of the most interesting structures is Battery Gates (two 6-inch 
shielded guns) constructed during WW2 as two-level battery. 
Although most WW2 6-inch batteries were only one level, this 
was due to the lack of space on the island. This battery made use 
of the Endicott-Taft 6-inch emplacement, also named Battery 
Gates (two 6-inch DC), by incorporating its magazines into the 
WW2 battery. The battery’s BC station remains on a very rare 
steel tower to the rear of the battery (only one other survives 
today). Next to the battery are also concrete emplacements for 
.50-caliber AA guns. Continuing westward are Battery Dyer 
(two 6-inch DC) and Battery Claiborne (two 6-inch DC) with 
an interesting power station in the transverse between the two 
batteries. Reaching the eastern end of the island, we visited Bat-
tery Lee (four 3-inch P) and Battery Hindman (two 3-inch P), 
as well as the remaining eight 3rd-System gun casemates. Above 
the casemates are the beginnings of the second tier of casemates 
and a WW2 mine control station. We gathered at the dock at 
Noon to return to downtown Hampton. 

Fort Wool is owned by the Commonwealth of Virginia and 
leased to the City of Hampton. Neither government provides 
much funding for the preservation and interpretation of Fort 
Wool. Mike Cobb has become the “keeper” of the fort and he 
has tried to stabilize the fort, such structures as Battery Gates’ BC 
tower, and the 3rd-System casemates, to the best of his personal 
ability. The fort needs much more resources to save these rare 
structures. Mike has asked the CDSG Fund and its members to 
help him. What can you and the CDSG do to help Mike Cobb 
save Fort Wool? Please let us know or reach out directly to Mike 
Cobb at johncobbjachin@gmail. com.

Back at the dock, our conference members headed to inde-
pendent lunches before driving to Newport News to visit the 
Virginia War Museum, which has a large artillery collection. 
Much attention was given to the 6-pounder (2.24-inch) Ameri-
can Ordnance M1900 gun No. 36, on M1898 wheeled carriage, 
and the 5-inch M1897 Bethlehem gun No. 3 without carriage 
(formerly emplaced at Battery Boutelle, Fort Winfield Scott), as 
both were coast artillery guns. By 3 p.m., conference members 
had completed their inspection of the museum’s collections and 
begun their travels home, or visits to some other military sites in 
the area, such as Fort Eustis, Yorktown Battlefield, Fort Boykin, 
Fort Powhatan, USS Wisconsin, McArthur Memorial, Naval 
Station Norfolk, etc., as the 2019 CDSG Annual Conference 
came to an end.

The CDSG would like to thank each of the site owners/
managers for allowing us to visit their former coast defense 
structures. This includes Robert Kelly, Robin Reed, Glen Oder, 
Jeff Pasquino, Terry Brown, Aaron Firth, Dom Hall, and Rich-
ard Cox for our tours at Fort Monroe. Key to our tour to Fort 
John Custis and Fisherman Island MR wer Bob Leffel, Stacey 
Lowe, and John Griffith. At Camp Pendleton, we want to thank 
LTC Timothy Pillion, Susan Smead, and her team. We greatly 
appreciated the efforts of Capt.(USN) Joey Frantzen, Heather 
Lawrence, and Scott Mohr to accommodate our tour at JEB Fort 
Story, given their operational needs. Our tour of Fort Norfolk was 
completely due to Paul Olsen’s efforts. We owe thanks to Mike 

6-pounder gun on display at the Virginia War Museum in Newport 
News, VA. (McGovern Collection)

5-inch M1897 barrel on display at the Virginia War Museum in 
Newport News, VA. (McGovern Collection)

Cobb for allowing us a long (3-hour) tour of Fort Wool. At the 
Virginia War Museum, we can thank Chris Garcia for arranging 
our group tour. The CDSG appreciates the additional support 
of the folks at VisitNorfolk, Venture Tours, and Hampton Fleet 
for assisting in hotel selection, bus charters, and boat charter. We 
also want to thank each of the presenters for their willingness to 
share their knowledge and their effort to prepare presentations. 
Finally, thanks to the staff at the Quality Suites/Sleep Inn Lake 
Wright for supporting our conference.
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On the CDSG side, we want to thank the 2019 CDSG An-

nual Conference Committee for donating their time and efforts 
to make the conference a success. The committee members were 
Terry McGovern (Chairman), Ned Libby, Mark Berhow, Quentin 
Schillare, and David Kirchner. 

Attending the conference were Alise Arnold, Tom Batha, Mat-
thew Bell, Mark Berhow, Gordon Bliss, Charles and Mary Ann 
Bogart, Jillian and Robert Creedon, Tina Cronc, Nigel Cunning-
ham, Phyills Daen, Roger Davis, Craig and Julie Ann Dyson, 
Mike Fleming, Dale Floyd, Karl Fritz, Alan Fyson, William 
Gravel, Bennett Grills, Robert Grimm, Charles Gutch, Alexander 
Hall, David Hancock, Ralph Hansen, Alan Hardey, John Harris, 
Roy  Hatanaka, Kenneth Jones, Nathan Jones, Tom Kavanagh, 
David  Kirchner, David Larsen, Craig  Lentz, Edmund Libby, 
Daniel Lindley, Scott Loomer, Danny and Michael Malone, Ter-
rance McGovern, Glen Milam, James Moore, Bruce and Scott 
Nordmark, Paul Olsen, Gary Paliwoda, George Petronis, Paul 
Prentiss, James and Maryjane Rhett, William Ricker, Christine 
Robinson, Dean Robinson, Beverley and Lawrence Rouse, Rich-
ard Schilb, Quentin Schillare, John Scholes, Marshall Snyder, 
Michael van Best, Steven Waldron, Mary Angela and Robert 
Walk, John Weaver, Shawn Welch, Glen Williford, Harry Winn, 
Ian Wolfe, Richard Wong, and Charles Woodman.

the CDSG Board of Directors for approval. The trustees for the 
CDSG Fund are Terry McGovern, Quentin Schillere and Mark 
Berhow.

Send donations to (and made out to):                 
CDSG Fund c/o Quentin Schillare                                                   
24624 W. 96th Street, Lenexa, KS 66227-7285 USA                                                                                 
Or use your credit card via PayPal on the www.cdsg.org website.                                              
Send Fund Project requests to:

CDSG Fund c/o Terry McGovern
1700 Oak Lane, McLean, VA 22101-3326 USA   
Please prepare a written request of your need and how your 

request relates to the goals of the CDSG.

*   *   *   *   *
CDSG Logo Hats, Shirts & Patches

The CDSG is pleased to offer custom-made hats, T-shirts and 
patches to our membership.  Wearing these hats, T-shirts and 
patches are a great way to make others aware of the CDSG and 
its goals.  It is also an excellent way to promote new member-
ships in the CDSG.

The CDSG patches have been available for several years. De-
signed especially for the CDSG, these quality patches combine 
the Coast Artillery Corps and the Corps of Engineers symbols 
to reflect their involvement in U.S. coastal defenses.  This logo 
is now on hats and a set of T-shirts which are great for showing 
the CDSG “flag.”

To order your hat, T-shirt or patch, please complete the order 
form below and send it along with your check (made out to 
CDSG, Inc.) to Terry McGovern at 1700 Oak Lane, McLean, 
VA 22101-3326 USA (e-mail: tcmcgovern@att.net).

CDSG hats, T-shirts and patches ordering information
Black T-sirt with white ink:
Size & # ___L ___XL ___2XL ___3XL
Red T-Shirt with white ink: 
Size & # ___L ___XL ___2XL ___3XL
Kacki T-Shirt with black ink: 
Size & # ___L ___XL ___2XL ___3XL
Navy T-shirt with yellow ink: 
Size & # ___L ___XL ___2XL ___3XL
Total Number: ____ times $_____           = Total $_____
             (domestic $18/overseas $26 each)   
CDSG Cloth Patch: _____ times $_____  = Total $_____
             (domestic $4/overseas $6) each
CDSG Color Decal: _____ times $_____  = Total $_____
             (domestic $2/overseas $3) each
Hats: ______ times $ _____            = Total $ _____
   (domestic $20/overseas $25) each
Be sure to include your name and shipping address.
   You can also order online at cdsg.org/shopping/

*   *   *   *   *
CDSG Fund

 
The CDSG Fund supports the efforts of the Coast Defense 

Study Group by raising funds for preservation and interpreta-
tion of American seacoast defenses. The CDSG Fund is seeking 
donations for projects supporting its goals.

Visit the CDSG.ORG website for more details.
The goals of the CDSG and CDSG Fund are the following:

* Educational study of coast defenses
* Technical research and documentation of coast defenses
* Preservation of coast defense sites, equipment, and records 

for current and future generations
* Accurate coast defense site interpretations
* Assistance to groups interested in preservation and inter-

pretation of coast defense sites
Donations are tax-deductible for federal tax purposes as the 

CDSG is a 501(c)(3) organization, and 100% of your gift will 
go to project grants. Major contributions are acknowledged an-
nually. Make checks or money orders payable in US funds to:  
Coast Defense Study Group Fund or the CDSG Fund. Donations 
can also be made by credit card through the CDSG website  at 
www.cdsg.org.

The Fund is always seeking proposals for the monetary support 
of preservation and interpretation projects at former coast defense 
sites and museums. A one-page proposal briefly describing the 
site, the organization doing the work, and the proposed work or 
outcome should be sent to the address below. Successful propoals 
are usually distinct projects rather than general requests for dona-
tions. Ideally, we desire to fund several $500 to $1,500 grants 
per year. Upon conclusion of a project a short report suitable for 
publication in the CDSG Newsletter is requested. The trustees 
shall review such requests and pass their recommendation onto 
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*   *   *   *   *
Company of Military Historians

This organization is dedicated to the study and preservation of 
military history in the Americas. Its objectives are to promote and 
advance the research of military history and traditions through 
publications, exhibits, and meetings. Members include anyone 
interested in military history, such as historians, collectors, writers, 
artists, and those involved in living history.

The company publishes the quarterly journal, Military Collectors 
and Historian, and an ongoing series of color plates— “Military 
Uniforms in America.”

For membership information contact:
 Company of Military Historians
 David M. Sullivan, Administrator
 P.O. Box 910, Rutland, MA 01543-0910
 Phone:508-845-9229
 E-mail: cmhhq@aol.com or Dsulli7875@aol.com
 http://www.military-historians.org.

*   *   *   *   *
The Artilleryman Magazine

The Artilleryman is the only magazine exclusively for artillery 
shooters and collectors. History, unit profiles, events, places to 
visit, book reviews, advertising. It is published quarterly; subscrip-
tions are $34.95 a year. Free sample copies are available.

 The Artilleryman Magazine
 96 Craig Street, Suite 112-333
 East Ellijay, GA 30540
 Call (706) 940-2673
 email: mail@ArtillerymanMagazine.com
 http://www.ArtillerymanMagazine.com

*   *   *   *   *
Warship International
Steam Back Into History…             

Go to sea with the ships of the world’s navies – the USN’s Es-
sex & Independence-class carriers, the Arizona, the Japanese I-400 
class subs, HMS Vanguard, Czarist Russia’s battleships, French 
cruisers of the 1922 Program. These are subjects of some of the 
articles that have appeared in recent issues of Warship International.  
These issues  are still  in print and can be obtained at special rates 
for new members.

What ever happened to USS Lexington’s (CV-2) 8” guns?
How much do you know about the cannon of “Old Ironsides”?
Want to learn more about early naval radio experiments?

These questions and many more are answered in each issue of 
theworld’s most unique naval journal – WARSHIP INTERNA-
TIONAL.

A ONE VOLUME SUBSCRIPTION of 4 QUARTERLY IS-
SUES IS ONLY- U.S.A. $40.00, CANADA $43.00, OUTSIDE 
NORTH AMERICA $53.00, we now feature Pay-Pal.

A SAMPLE COPY $3.00, this includes postage & handling.
WARSHIP INTERNATIONAL

Dept. CD
P.O. Box 48

Holden, MA 01520-0048
See us on the World Wide Web: http://www.warship.org

Help Preserve Our Miliary Heritage

Council on America's
Military Past

See our web site for information on publications and activities

www.campjamp.org

*   *   * 
Support the CDSG.ORG Website

The CDSG supports its web site ONLY through donations. 
If you download PDF files from the website, please help the 
CDSG continue to maintain it by donating a shareware fee. The 
suggested fees will be noted next to each PDF document. We 
suggest a minimum donation of $5.00. Thank you for supporting 
the CDSG web site!
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The Coast Defense Study Group Press

This is an all-volunteer operation provided as a service to our members 
and to other interested historians. Credit card orders are accepted on 
the cdsg.org website. For mail orders please send check or money order 
in U.S currency. Please note clearly in your order which items you are 
ordering. All prices include domestic / international shipping costs (US 
Postal Service). Allow at least 8-10 weeks for delivery. 

CDSG 1985-2018 Publications. Text-seachable PDF files of the en-
tire set of CDSG News/Journal/Newsletters $55 domestic and foreign on a 
data DVD/USB drive, or by download. Once purchased, yearly download 
updates can be obtained from Mark Berhow at berhowma@cdsg.org.

CDSG Documents USB $50 domestic and foreign mail. These PDFs 
cover a range of historical documents related to seacoast defenses, most are 
copied from the National Archives. Included are PDFs of annual reports 
of the chief of coast artillery and chief of engineers; various board pro-
ceedings and reports; army directories; text books; tables of organization 
and equipment; WWII command histories; drill, field, training manuals 
and regulations; ordnance department documents; ordnance tables and 
compilations; and ordnance gun and carriage cards.
     Harbor Defense Documents USB $250 domestic and foreign mail. 
These PDF documents form the basis of the conference and special tour 
handouts that have been held at harbor defense locations around the 
U.S. The collection includes RCBs/RCWs; maps; annexes to defense 
projects; CD engineer notebooks; quartermaster building records; and 
aerial photos taken by the signal corps 1920-40, and other items.These 
collections are available as PDFs on a USB drive, the size of the collec-
tion varies from harbor to harbor. Please visit cdsg.org for more details.
   Past meetings include: Manila Bay, PI, 1991; Oahu, Hawaii 1991; 
Canal Zone, Panama 1993; Tampa/Key West 1998; Mississippi River 
2002; Long Island Sound 2003; Charleston/Savannah 2004; Portland 
2005; San Francisco 2006; Boston 2007; Galveston 2008; Baltimore/
Washington 2009; Puget Sound 2010; Wilmington, 2010; Narragansett 
Bay/New Bedford 2011; Great Lakes 2012; Pensacola and Mobile 2013; 
San Diego/Los Angeles 2014; Delaware River 2015; Portsmouth-North 
Boston, 2016; New York 2017; Columbia River 2018; Chesapeake Bay 
2019.

    CSDG Press Books ($ domestic / $ international)
Notes on Seacoast Fortification Construction, by Col. Eben E. Winslow (GPO, 

1920), hard cover reprint, with 29 plates included in a separate paperback.                                        
Both items: $35 / $45

Seacoast Artillery Weapons (Army Technical Manual 4-210, 13 Oct. 1944),
 hard cover reprint. $25 / $35
The Service of Coast Artillery, by F. Hines and F.W. Ward (1910), 
 hardcover reprint $40 / $60
Permanent Fortifications and Sea-Coast Defenses, Congressional Report No. 62, 

U.S. House of Rep. (1862), hardcover reprint $30 / $45
American Seacoast Matériel, Ordnance Dept. Doc. #2042, (1922), 
 Hardcover reprint $45 / $65
The Endicott and Taft Reports, reprint of original reports of 1886, 1905, 1915, 
 hardcover, with plates included in a separate paperback $45/ $80
Artillerists and Engineers, the Beginnings of American Seacoast Fortications, 

1794-1815, by Arthur P. Wade (2010) $25/ $40
American Seacoast Defenses: A Reference Guide, Third Edition 
 edited by Mark Berhow (2015), hardcover $45 / $80

 Checks payable to: CDSG Press
 Send orders: CDSG Press
  C/O Terry McGovern, 
  1700 Oak Lane, McLean, VA 22101-3326
  email: tcmcgovern@att.net

Order online at cdsg.org

The Coast Defense Study Group
cdsg.org

The CDSG Newsletter is published quarterly by the Coast Defense 
Study Group, Inc. along with the Coast Defense Journal. Submissions for 
the newsletter should be sent to the editor or publisher below.

Submission deadlines are the first of the month in February, May, 
August, and November of each calender year. All rights are reserved. 
Comments on business matters should be addressed directly to the 
Chairman of the Board of Directors.

CDSG Publications
PO Box 6124, Peoria, IL 61601

berhowma@cdsg.org

The CDSG is a non-profit corporation formed to promote the study 
of coast defenses and fortifications, their history, architecture,  technol-
ogy, and strategic  and  tactical employment. The purposes of the group 
include educational research and documentation, preservation of historic 
sites, site interpretation, and assistance to other organizations interested 
in the preservation and interpretation of coast defense sites. Membership 
in the CDSG is open to any person interested in the study of the coast 
defenses and fortifications of the United States. 

Annual dues for 2018 are $45 domestic printed, $55 for Canada 
printed, and $90 for international printed. Join/renew online at cdsg.org.

Checks payable to: The Coast Defense Study Group, Inc. (CDSG)
Send to: Quentin Schillare, Membership Chairman

24624 W. 96th Street, Lenexa, KS 66227-7285
membership@cdsg.org

2018-2019 Board of Directors of the CDSG
Tom Batha (Chair)

Danny Malone
Richard Wong

CDSG Publications
Bolling W. Smith,  Journal Editor

Mark Berhow, Publisher
CDSG Press & ePress

Terry McGovern, Chair
CDSG Fund

Terry McGovern, Quentin Schillare, & Mark Berhow, Trustees
Membership Committee
Quentin Schillare, Chair

Finance Committee
Terry McGovern,Treasurer & Secretary

Preservation & Interpretation Committee
Gordon Bliss, Chair

Representative & Outreach Committee
Norm Scarpulla, Chair

Projects & Website Committee
Mark Berhow, Chris Zeeman

Audit Committee
Ned Libby, Chair

Nominations Committee
Alex Hall, Chair

Upcoming Conference and Tour Committees
2020 New Orleans Conference—Quentin Schillare, Chair

2021 Charleston/Savannah Conference —Gary Alexander, Chair
2022 Conference—Location and Chair to be determined


